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A leader in architectural glass fabrication and supply by offering turn-key 

glass solutions. Our primary focus is serving clients who’s projects require 

high volume glass products and bespoke custom one-off pieces within the 

hospitality, commercial, and manufacturing industries.

Explore FGD Glass Solutions and discover how we strive to inspire, envision, 

design, and build.

Based out of Atlanta GA, for over 30 years FGD Glass Solutions has been a leader 

in glass manufacturing, fabrication and supply. Offering turnkey glass services 

with products such as glass showers, barn-doors, decorative glass, tabletops, 

mirrors, and whiteboards. FGD Glass Solutions has dedicated itself on ensuring 

our client’s projects are completed on time and on-budget exactly as planned. 

We specialize in projects requiring highly custom one-off pieces to high volume 

projects in hospitality and commercial to furniture and manufacturing.

Thanks to our decades in the glass industry, our project assistance takes you 

through budget quotes to installation. We help our clients avoid project and 

budget pitfalls, ensuring your glass meets code, and offer suggestions on the 

best ways to produce your architectural glass products using our variety of 

services and products.

We offer more than simply generating quotes and supplying products. We help 

elevate designs, offer turnkey products and services, and help our clients avoid 

issues by diving into your project and becoming a part of your team.

Explore FGD Glass Solutions and discover how we strive to inspire, envision, 

design, and build.



DECORATIVE GLASS 
TYPES

GLASS TYPES

Standard Clear & Low Iron

Tempered & Plate Glass

Standard & Antique Mirrors

Frosted Glass

Acid Etched Glass

Bent Glass

Colored Glass

Laminated Glass

Glass Shower Enclosures

Barn Door Systems

Glass Tabletops

LED Lit Mirrors

Glass Whiteboards

Decorative Glass

Glass Signs

Glass Wall Cladding

Back-Lit Glass Wall Cladding

LED Edge Lit Glass

SECTORS WE SERVE

Buyers & Planners

Hospitality

Architects & Designers

General Contractors

Glass Companies

Casegoods

OEM

Millwork

ADDRESS

OFFICE
FAX

WEBSITE
EMAIL

470 Satellite Blvd NE Suite A Suwanee, GA 30024

770-614-4121
770-614-4180

FGDglass.com
Sales@FGDglass.com

Antique Mirrors

Satin Mirrors

Custom Etched Glass

Laminated Glass

Back Painted Glass

Glass Film

Digitally Printed Glass
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CONTACTING FGD GLASS SOLUTIONS

GLASS PRODUCTS
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We have gained the trust of some of the 

largest firms in the nation, helping us become 

an industry leader in architectural decorative 

glass and glass products.

We are proud of the work we have done and 

look forward to extending you that same level 

of quality.
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GlassGlass
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Decorative Glass 

FGD Glass Solutions is a proud leader in decorative glass, with an 
extensive line of services and products. We offer a range of exclusive 
patterns and designs and custom options that allow you the freedom to 
create any design and effect for your project. Browse our decorative glass 
library and explore our vast collections from antique mirrors to frosted and 
etched patterns.

About Our Decorative Glass

With a wide range of decorative glass collections, you’ll be sure to find the designs and features 

that you’re looking for. Each of our collections are completely customizable and offer you the 

ability to customize patterns, colors, gradients, and opacities to achieve your design vision. You 

can even supply your own custom designs to apply directly to glass using any decorative glass 

technique.

Our decorative glass library features colorful Decorlite back-painted glass and ViviColor 

laminated glass, as well as Couture fabric, Etama wood, and VitraStone laminated glass patterns. 

We offer many mirror options, including satin etched mirrors and antique mirrors too. Also, 

our glass vinyl films are perfect for enhancing a currently existing space where new glass or 

permanent alterations isn’t an option.

Our etched glass collection features a wide range of options and patterns perfect for walls and 

partitions. Go an extra step and light up your etched glass panel with our LED edge lit glass 

option.

Lastly, our large line of exclusive glass patterns offers you something unique that you won’t find 

elsewhere.

Decorative Glass Overview

• Complete control over every aspect from opacity to scale to color
• Extensive decorative glass collections and patterns
• Exclusive patterns and designs not found anywhere else
• Go custom with your own artwork and ideas
• All patterns can be applied using any decorative glass technique
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Antique Mirrors Etched Glass Glass Film Laminated Glass

Back Painted Glass Printed Glass Exclusive Patterns

Decorative Glass Collections
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AntiqueAntique
MirrorsMirrors
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Antique Mirrors

Introduce Luxe & Sophistication With Antique Mirrors

Our antique mirror colors range from calm and subdued to bold and bright and our 

antique mirror patterns are perfect for any environment with our minimal to high 

contrast designs. From dark silvers and grays to golds and purples and from slight 

hazes to bold, cloudy designs, in any shape up to 72” x 96” in size, our antique mirrors 

are a perfect statement or accessory to any room. All of our antique mirrors are 

offered in a number of solutions such as wall cladding, barn doors, back splashes, 

tabletops, or cut to your size for framing.

Beyond standard cut sizes, we now offer antique mirror cases (24 sheets), stock 

sheets, half cases (12 sheets), and mixed half cases for our glass company clients.

Antique Mirrors Overview

• A wide range of styles from cool and calm to colorful and bold

• Antique mirror sample kit available

• Many package options for glass companies

• 1/4″ thickness on all antique mirrors

• Other thicknesses available by request

• Sizes up to 72″ x 96″
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White Cloud

Green White

Copper Swirl

Blue Grey Bright Gold Bright White

Grey Swirl Intense White Purple

Dark White Dense Copper Gold Bronze
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Our Antique Mirrors are a mix of old world techniques and new technology, FGD Glass Solutions 
Antique Mirrors offer a unique, luxe decorative glass option that fits in with any environment and 
style. With our library of standard colors and patterns, we are able to offer you a range of options 
to fit any need.

ENVIRONMENTS Hotels, Offices , Hospitals, Commercial, Restaurants, Education Facilities, 
Museums

APPLICATIONS Partitions, Barn Doors, Wall Cladding, Signage, Decorative Features, Exhibits, 
Store Fronts, Curtain Wall, and Table Tops

MAX DIMENSIONS 72” x 96”

STANDARD THICKNESS 1/4”

GLASS TYPES Standard mirror

SAFETY OPTIONS Laminated & Safety Backed

CUSTOMIZATION Visit FGDglass.com or contact us at 770-614-4121 or Sales@FGDglass.com to 
learn more about customization options.
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Etched Glass

Etched glass is one of the premiere decorative glass options. Used for decades, etched glass offers unlimited 
possibilities while retaining a classic, clean look, allowing light transmission, and providing privacy. Select from 
full frosted panels, privacy bands, or any of our frosted etched glass patterns. For a complete custom look, you 
can even provide your own designs to be etched or carved into glass.

Etched glass is used on a variety of areas from walls and partitions, to glass doors, cladding, glass shower doors, 
lighted mirrors, and even glass tabletops. You can get creative with etched glass by choosing glass patterns, 
words, gradients or full frosted panels. Full frosted glass panels offer total privacy white still allowing light 
transmission, where as shapes, patterns, and gradients allow you to continue your design ideas across glass. 
Incorporate branding, wayfinding, or shapes found throughout your environment directly to glass. Any of our 
decorative glass patterns or your supplied vector art or text can be etched onto glass. Scale, rotate, and adjust 
patterns to fit your design. If needed, our in-house art department can take your sketches and ideas and get them 
ready for you.

Etched glass is offered in various opacities and gradients perfect for projects that require privacy and style. Mix 
and match etched glass with other decorative glass such as back painted glass, laminated glass and printed glass.

Carved Glass

Take etched glass a step further with carving, a deeper etch, to create a 3d relief. Carving can be further enhanced 

by back-painting, LED edge lighting, or in-filling with any of our Decorlite colors.

Etched Glass Overview

• Carve the glass panel with deeper etching for 3D relief patterns

• Full size gradient fades and patterns for full opacity to complete 

translucency

• Compatible with other services such as LED edge lighting, back-painting, 

lamination, and printing

• Etch text and designs

• Etch glass panels up to 72″ x 144″

• Etch transparencies from 10% – 100%
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Glass Film
Achieve that etched glass look and feel, or go with something truly unique with a full sized color work of art. 
Anything you can imagine, we can make a vinyl film for it. Direct image printing, custom cut-outs, etched patterns 
and styles, text, and more.

Glass vinyl film is perfect not only for partitions and dividers, but also glass doors, windows, and tabletops.

Glass vinyl film is easy to install, will not damage the glass it’s applied to and has the same selections of patterns 
and features that our other glass services offer, all for a fraction of the cost.

Our frosted vinyl films look like etched glass. They even refract light the same. But as opposed to etched glass, you 
can remove the vinyl film later without permanently damaging your glass panels.

ImageVue Decorative Glass Vinyl Film
ImageVue decorative glass vinyl films allow you to have full color, hi-resolution images printed to film ready to 
be applied to any glass surface. We even offer full color vinyl films for daylighting and custom plotted vinyl films 
offering various patterns and shapes from our library or from your art department. Beyond just selecting patterns 
from our library or supplying your own, we also offer you the ability to scale, rotate, mirror, and change the colors. 
ImageVue vinyl films allow you to make the ultimate custom vinyl film.

Glass Film Overview

• Easy to install and will cause no damage to the glass

• Full size gradient fades and patterns for full opacity to 

complete translucency

• Compatible with other services such as LED edge lighting, 

back-painting, lamination, and printing

• Custom patterns such as text and designs

• Can be applied to glass panels up to 72″ x 144″ in size

• Vinyl Film transparencies from 10% – 100% 
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Printed Glass

Print in high definition direct to glass with our ImageVue Printed Glass Printing option. With full color spectrum 

up to 1200 DPI, we can print truly vibrant images and designs onto glass up to 82” x 121”. Choose printed glass 

for light enhancing imaged windows or privacy partitions. Perfect for barn doors, glass shower doors, and glass 

tabletops. Choose between different levels of opacity and density to achieve the perfect effect. Printed glass is a 

true example of functioning art.

Our ImageVue Glass Printing service allows you to submit your own artwork or use any of our designs from our 

decorative glass library. Scale, rotate, change colors, and add effects to the patterns and print direct to glass 

creating a unique piece for your project. For a deeper level of creativity, mix with our other glass services like 

etched glass, back painting, and LED lighting.

Printed Glass Overview

• Print any picture, pattern, or  design

• Pixel perfect gradients and shading

• Up to 1200 DPI print quality

• Mix with other services like glass etching, lamination, and 

back-painting

• Print panels up to 82” x 121”

• Full Color Spectrum 
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Decorlite Back Painted Glass
Decorlite back painted glass collection encompasses over 2,300 colors and is created in house 

allowing perfect color matching, consistency, and short lead times.

The Decorlite Back Painted glass range is made up of transparent, lacquered, colored, and 

metallic monocomponent and bicomponent water-based paints that make it possible to achieve 

high-quality aesthetic results with an array of effects and colors.

Mix our Decorlite Back Painted Glass with other decorative glass such as; etched glass, glass 

printing, and laminated glass.

Decorlite Back Painted Glass is a great addition to any architectural glass product such as glass 

tabletops, barn doors, partitions, and walls.

Environmentally Sound

Our Decorlite back painted glass has been geared towards reduction in environmental impact. 

Due to it’s low levels of volatile organic compounds (low VOC), Decorlite back painted glass 

is within compliance with the regulations on the limitations of solvent emissions into the 

atmosphere.

Our back painted glass is also non-flammable and will dilute in water furthering it’s ability to 

perform environmentally.

Decorlite Back Painted Glass Overview

• Non-flammable, water based, low VOC paints

• Bacteria resistant making it perfect for hospitals, offices, and lobbies

• Compatible with other services such as etching, lamination, and printing

• Fabrication sizes up to 72″ x 144″

• Larger Custom Sizes Available 

• Over 2300 Library Colors 
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Mint Merlot Mellow White Mango

Seafoam Razzle Dazzle Red Periwinkle Onyx

Spring Blue Soft Teal Snow White Seafoam Green

Tyrian Purple The Ultra Violet Tangerine Storm Grey
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Cantaloupe Beach Blue A Shade of Grey Apricot Twist

Field Lavender Field Drab Brown Emerald Clear Blue

Grape Frost Flamingo Pink Fiesta Red

Lime Lemon Kiwi Khaki
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Decorlite back-painted glass collection encompasses over 2,300 colors and is created in house 
allowing perfect color matching, consistency, and short lead times. This allows us to offer 
unbeatable short lead times and perfect consistency. Decorlite is also created with water based, 
low VOC materials making this a very environmentally sound product that can contribute to LEED 
credits.

ENVIRONMENTS Hotels, Offices , Hospitals, Commercial, Restaurants, Education Facilities, 
Museums

APPLICATIONS Partitions, Protective Tops, Wall Cladding, Back Splashes, Counter Tops, Signage, 
Decorative Features, Exhibits, Barn Doors

SUSTAINABILITY Due to it’s low levels of volatile organic compounds (low VOC), Decorlite back-
painted glass is within compliance with the regulations on the limitations of solvent emissions 
into the atmosphere.  Our back-painted glass is also non-flammable and will dilute in water 
furthering it’s ability to perform environmentally.

MAX DIMENSIONS 72” x 144” Depending on Glass Type

STANDARD THICKNESS 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4” Custom thickness by quotation

GLASS TYPES Standard Clear, Low Iron, Acid Etched (Tempered or Annealed for all glass options)

SAFETY OPTIONS Heat Strengthened, Tempered, Laminated

CUSTOMIZATION Visit FGDglass.com or contact us at 770-614-4121 or Sales@FGDglass.com to 
learn more about customization options.

A Lighter Shade of Grey Ultra Colbalt Sunset Orange Andesite
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Laminated Glass

We offer a huge selection of laminated glass colors in our ViviColor line, stone textures with 

VitraStone collection, natural fiber interlayers such as wood in the Etama line, and finally our 

fabric interlayer line called Couture.

All of our laminated glass collections are created in-house from start to finish allowing us to offer 

amazing turn-around times and greater control reducing errors and ensuring we help you hit 

deadlines and beat project budgets.

Laminated glass is more than safety glass. It can also be beautiful. Add decorative laminated 

glass to your barn doors, showers, cladding, partitions, and walls.

Fully Customizable

If you do not see something that fits your project perfectly, we can work together and create a 

custom interlayer. Using our full-color ImageVue printing services, we can create any interlayer 

utilizing vector graphics, photographs, or any other image. Utilize our frosted interlayers to die-

cut frosted patterns or even mix and match interlayers and laminated glass collections for a total 

custom look.

Our decorative laminated glass lines gives you full control from pattern, color, material, and even 

transparency. Add a frosted interlayer on top of your decorative interlayer to add privacy, control 

sightlines and still retain daylighting. Our frosted interlayers look and behave just like etched 

glass. Choose any level of opacity. We even offer frosted gradients.

In addition to having full control of what is in between the glass panels, you also have control 

of what is on the glass panels. Add etched glass patterns or include back painted glass to add 

shadows and depth. Light up your panels with our LED edge lit glass or use our antique mirrors or 

standard mirrors on the back side of your laminated panel.

Laminated Glass Overview

•     Interlayer transparencies from 10% – 100%

•     Full size gradient fades and patterns for full opacity to complete translucency

•     Custom printed interlayers for unique designs and patterns based on your artwork

•     Compatible with other decorative services like etching and back-painting

•     Utilize daylighting and UV resistance to earn LEED points

•     Fabrication sizes vary depending on interlayer selection. Max size is 100” x 144” x 1.5”

•     6 decorative laminated glass lines including exclusive in-house designed patterns
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What Is Laminated Glass

In short, laminated glass is two or more panels of glass affixed together with a adhesive interlayer 

and sometimes also a decorative interlayer in-between each panel.

The panels are baked at a low temperature to activate the adhesive. Literally anything that is 

relatively thin and will not make the glass bow can be laminated, from grass and leaves to prints, 

papers, and fabrics.

Laminated glass panels can range in sizes all the way up to 100″ x 144″.

Since glass laminates are within two panels of glass, this leaves the front and back of the piece 

clean meaning you can add other decorative glass services such as etching, back-painting, or 

printing.

Laminated Glass and the Environment

Laminated glass offers solar energy control. When using daylight in your environment, too much 

can create a lot of heat. Control daylighting with our laminated glass to reduce energy usage. This 

also can contribute to LEED certification within your building.

Laminated glass also acts as a sound barrier due to its inherent sound absorbing properties. This 

makes it a perfect option for glass walls and partitions where privacy and sound control is a top 

priority.

Lastly, laminated glass offers UV control reducing deterioration and fading within your 

environment. The interlayers used in laminated glass can filter out almost all damaging UV rays.
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ViviColor
Introduce color and daylighting with ViviColor laminated glass. By incorporating Vivicolor laminated glass, you gain the ability to control daylighting 

and even gain LEED points. ViviColor laminated glass is offered in a myriad of colors and transparencies along with thousands of custom color 

options.  You also have the choice of opacity levels with our frosted interlayers.

White Out Sprint Yellow Special Pale Lavender

Sky BlueCT Blue Daylight Blue Frost Cosmetic Emerald

Black OutMedium Purple Mayan Sun Fern Green

Chill Dichroic
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FGD Glass Solutions ViviColor Laminated Glass can be specified in a variety of fabricated forms 
such as: etched, tempered, safety backed,  mirror backed, or with various types of edge work. 
Fabricated with a water resistant EVA interlayer, ViviColor Laminated Glass blocks 99.9 percent 
of UV rays. Custom frosted interlayers can be added to adjust the opacity of the final product. 
Conforms to Safety Glass Standards ANSI Z97.1, ASTM C1172, CSPC16 CFR1201

ENVIRONMENTS Hotels, Offices , Hospitals, Commercial, Restaurants, Education Facilities, 
Museums

APPLICATIONS Partitions, Barn Doors, Wall Cladding, Signage, Decorative Features, Exhibits, 
Store Fronts, Curtain Wall

SUSTAINABILITY As part of the overall design FGD Glass Solutions ViviColor provides day-
lighting and views while maintaining thermal comfort, optimizing energy performance, and 
reducing light pollution.  For more information on how ViviColor can contribute LEED credits, 
please contact us at 770-614-4121.

MAX DIMENSIONS 48” x 144” Depending on Glass Type

STANDARD THICKNESS 3/8” - 1 1/2” Custom thickness by quotation

GLASS TYPES Standard Clear, Low Iron, Acid Etched, Bronze Mirror, Grey Mirror, Low Iron Mirror, 
Standard Mirror, Acid Etched Mirror (Tempered or Annealed for all glass options except for mirror)

SAFETY OPTIONS Heat Strengthened, Tempered, Laminated

CUSTOMIZATION Visit FGDglass.com or contact us at 770-614-4121 or Sales@FGDglass.com to 
learn more about customization options.

Mist Blue Medium RedRose Purple Plasa Red

Peacock Blue Pale Red
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Etama
Bring an organic, biophilic centerpiece into your next project with the Etama Collection. Wood 

processed by locals in South America, flatten the wood with water and mallets to create a paper thin 

interlayer that we laminate into amazing pieces of art. For added privacy, opaque laminated films can 

be added.

Ivory Ivory Weave Ivory Cotton

Cobalt Cobalt Weave Cobalt Spider Cobalt Cotton

Cinnamon Weave Cinnamon Spider Cinnamon Cotton

Duo-Tone Weave Jail Star

Circular Gray
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Etama Laminated Glass can be specified in a variety of fabricated forms such as: etched, 
tempered, mirror backed, or with various types of edgework. Fabricated with a water resistant 
EVA interlayer, Custom frosted interlayers can be added to adjust the opacity of the final product. 
Conforms to Safety Glass Standards ANSI Z97.1, ASTM C1172, CSPC16 CFR1201

ENVIRONMENTS Hotels, Offices, Hospitals, Commercial, Restaurants, Education Facilities, 
Museums

APPLICATIONS Partitions, Barn Doors, Wall Cladding, Signage, Decorative Features, Exhibits, 
Store Fronts, Curtain Wall

SUSTAINABILITY As part of the overall design, Etama provides day-lighting and views while 
maintaining thermal comfort, optimizing energy performance, and reducing light pollution.  For 
more information on how ViviColor can contribute LEED credits, please contact us at 770-614-
4121.

MAX DIMENSIONS 44” x 92” Depending on Glass Type

STANDARD THICKNESS 3/8” - 1 1/2” Custom thickness by quotation

GLASS TYPES Standard Clear, Low Iron, Acid Etched, Bronze Mirror, Grey Mirror, Low Iron Mirror, 
Standard Mirror, Acid Etched Mirror (Tempered or Annealed for all glass options except mirror)

SAFETY OPTIONS Heat Strengthened, Tempered, Laminated

CUSTOMIZATION Visit FGDglass.com or contact us at 770-614-4121 or Sales@FGDglass.com to 
learn more about customization options.

Sea Green Weave Sea Green Cotton

Sky Blue CottonSky Blue Spider
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Couture
Class, style, and delicacy is what the Couture 

collection brings to any environment. Semi-

transparent cloth patterns are laminated 

in glass allowing a decorative aspect while 

still allowing sight lines and light transfer. If 

privacy is what you need, Couture can also be 

paired with our opaque laminated films. Rice PaperSophisticated Sparkle Waves

MistGold ScreenGold Waves

InterferenceWaves Disruption

Gold Foil Sparkle Screen
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Couture Laminated Glass can be specified in a variety of fabricated forms such as: etched, 
tempered, safety backed,  mirror backed, or with various types of edgework. Fabricated with a 
water resistant EVA interlayer, Custom frosted interlayers can be added to adjust the opacity of 
the final product. Conforms to Safety Glass Standards ANSI Z97.1, ASTM C1172, CSPC16 CFR1201

ENVIRONMENTS Hotels, Offices, Hospitals, Commercial, Restaurants, Education Facilities, 
Museums

APPLICATIONS Partitions, Barn Doors, Wall Cladding, Signage, Decorative Features, Exhibits, 
Store Fronts, Curtain Wall

SUSTAINABILITY As part of the overall design, Couture provides day-lighting and views while 
maintaining thermal comfort, optimizing energy performance, and reducing light pollution.  For 
more information on how Couture can contribute LEED credits, please contact us at 770-614-
4121.

MAX DIMENSIONS 72” x 120” Depending on Glass Type and Fabric

STANDARD THICKNESS 3/8” - 1 1/2” Custom thickness by quotation

GLASS TYPES Standard Clear, Low Iron, Acid Etched, Bronze Mirror, Grey Mirror, Low Iron Mirror, 
Standard Mirror, Acid Etched Mirror (Tempered or Annealed for all glass options except mirror)

SAFETY OPTIONS Heat Strengthened, Tempered, Laminated

CUSTOMIZATION Visit FGDglass.com or contact us at 770-614-4121 or Sales@FGDglass.com to 
learn more about customization options.
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VitraStone
VitraStone offers an organic rock and marble appearance to our laminated process. Perfect to pair with any of our products or design features 

like wall cladding. Vitrastone also boasts a slight light transmission allowing this collection to be back-lit for an amazing focal point. Functionally, 

Vitrastone is a wonderful alternative to real stone due to it’s hygienic properties and it’s easy to clean.

VitraStone Laminated Glass can be specified in a variety of fabricated forms such as: etched, tempered, safety backed, or with various types of edgework. Fabricated with a water resistant EVA 
interlayer, Custom frosted interlayers can be added to adjust the opacity of the final product. Conforms to Safety Glass Standards ANSI Z97.1, ASTM C1172, CSPC16 CFR1201

ENVIRONMENTS Hotels, Offices , Hospitals, Commercial, Restaurants, Education Facilities, Museums

APPLICATIONS Partitions, Barn Doors, Wall Cladding, Signage, Decorative Features, Exhibits, Store Fronts, Curtain Wall, Countertops, and Backsplashes

SUSTAINABILITY As part of the overall design, VitraStone maintains thermal comfort, optimizing energy performance, and reducing light pollution.  For more information on how ViviColor can 
contribute LEED credits, please contact us at 770-614-4121.

MAX DIMENSIONS 48” x 120” Depending on Glass Type

STANDARD THICKNESS 3/8” - 1 1/2” Custom thickness by quotation

Glass Type Standard Clear, Low Iron, Acid Etched (Tempered or Annealed for all glass options)

SAFETY OPTIONS Heat Strengthened, Tempered, Laminated

CUSTOMIZATION Visit FGDglass.com or contact us at 770-614-4121 or Sales@FGDglass.com to learn more about customization options. You can also further custom our decorative glass lines with our 
decorative glass builder found online.

White CarraraCopper Canyon
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Satin Mirror
Our satin mirrors offer a more modern, subdued look with an acid etched face, color laminated 

interlayer and mirror backing. This is great for light diffusion and a wonderful pop of color.
Satin Mirrors are a sophisticated blend of acid 
etched glass, ViviColor, and mirror backing. 
This mix offers a subtle light diffusion and 
subdued color pop. Perfect for a focal point or 
something that demands less attention.

ENVIRONMENTS Hotels, Offices , Hospitals, 
Commercial, Restaurants, Education 
Facilities, Museums

APPLICATIONS Partitions, Barn Doors, Wall 
Cladding, Signage, Decorative Features, 
Exhibits, Store Fronts, Curtain Wall

SUSTAINABILITY As part of the overall design 
FGD Glass Solutions ViviColor provides day-
lighting and views while maintaining thermal 
comfort, optimizing energy performance, 
and reducing light pollution.  For more 
information on how ViviColor can contribute 
LEED credits, please contact us at 770-614-
4121.

MAX DIMENSIONS 96” x 130” Depending on 
Glass Type

STANDARD THICKNESS 3/8” - 1 1/2”

GLASS TYPES Acid etched with standard 
mirror

SAFETY OPTIONS Heat Strengthened, 
Tempered, Laminated

CUSTOMIZATION Visit FGDglass.com or 
contact us at 770-614-4121 or Sales@
FGDglass.com to learn more about 
customization options.

Steel Blue Pale Lavender

Chrome Orange

Satin Blue

Satin YellowLilac Satin

Satin Cosmetic Emerald

Monolithic BronzeMonolithic Low Iron
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Exclusive Glass Patterns
From sleek and sophisticated to elegant and subdued, our expertly in-house designed patterns 

are crafted to enhance any environment. Explore our library and discover oversized patterns 

that make a bold statement to small screen designs for privacy and style. All of our patterns 

are engineered to be used with any of our decorative glass services meaning that they  can be 

applied by film, print, etching, or lamination. You also have the choice of applying patterns to any 

glass type from standard clear to textured.

In addition to applying our patterns with any of our decorative glass options, you also have 

total freedom to adjust the pattern to your liking. From scale to rotation and even colors and 

gradients.

Star Fan Star Burst Short Stick

Coffee CupTriangle Grid Tapestry Streaks

Wavy GrassWhite Static Vertical Blocks Vertical Blocks Wave

Paint Brush

Drawn Circles Budding Tree

Wind Meadow

Rattan Rough Dots

Fossil Laurel Cross Lines Constellation
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Houndstooth Hex Wave Hex Cheese Hex Box

Note Line Curtain LED Kali

Round Block Pinball Pasta Pasta Band

EQ Band Crowded Text Crowded Text Banner Carroll
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Carbon Fiber Broken Arrow Block Waves Wood

Smooth Gradient Dot Gradient

Chandelier Bloom

FGD Glass Solutions exclusive glass patterns can be specified in a variety of fabricated forms 
such as: etched, tempered, safety backed,  mirror backed, or with various types of edge work. 
Fabricated with a water resistant EVA interlayer, ViviColor Laminated Glass blocks 99.9 percent 
of UV rays. Custom frosted interlayers can be added to adjust the opacity of the final product. 
Conforms to Safety Glass Standards ANSI Z97.1, ASTM C1172, CSPC16 CFR1201

ENVIRONMENTS Hotels, Offices , Hospitals, Commercial, Restaurants, Education Facilities, 
Museums

APPLICATIONS Partitions, Barn Doors, Wall Cladding, Signage, Decorative Features, Exhibits, 
Store Fronts, Curtain Wall

SUSTAINABILITY As part of the overall design FGD Glass Solutions ViviColor provides day-
lighting and views while maintaining thermal comfort, optimizing energy performance, and 
reducing light pollution.  For more information on how ViviColor can contribute LEED credits, 
please contact us at 770-614-4121.

MAX DIMENSIONS Digital printing sizes up to 82” x 121” depending on glass type and Laminated 
up to 100” x 144”. Etched glass panels up to any size depending on pattern selected.

STANDARD THICKNESS 3/8” - 1 1/2” Custom thickness by quotation

GLASS TYPES Standard Clear, Low Iron, Acid Etched, Bronze Mirror, Grey Mirror, Low Iron Mirror, 
Standard Mirror, Acid Etched Mirror (Tempered or Annealed for all glass options except for mirror)

SAFETY OPTIONS Heat Strengthened, Tempered, Laminated

CUSTOMIZATION Visit FGDglass.com or contact us at 770-614-4121 or Sales@FGDglass.com to 
learn more about customization options.
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Looking for Inspiration?

Our new Decorative Glass Sample Box comes full of 36 glass samples offering 

you a look at our decorative glass services and patterns.

Explore our etched, laminated, printed, film, and back-painted samples along 

with antique mirrors and glass whiteboards.

We also offer our popular Antique Mirror sample kit featuring 12 antique mirror 

designs in a range of colors and patterns.

Also included is our new, in-house designed glass patterns you won’t find 

anywhere else with a new dozen released every 90 days.

Request your sample kit now for your library and we’ll ship it out immediately.

What You Can Expect In Your Sample Kit

• Etched Glass Patterns
• Colorful Back-Painted Samples
• Laminated Wood, Cloth, Film, Stone & Color Films
• Printed Images and Graphics
• Glass Films
• Antique Mirrors
• Gradients
• Glass Whiteboards
• Products and Decorative Glass Brochures
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INSPIRE | ENVISION | DESIGN | BUILD
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